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ISOSPIN INVARIANT BOSON MODELS FOR fp-SHELL NUCLEI

P. VANISACKER
1 G ANIL, BP 5027, F-U021 Caen Cedex, Francs • '

ABSTRACT

Isoipin invariant boson models, IBM-3 and IBM-4, applicable in nuclei with
neutnn» and proton» in the same valence shell, are reviewed. Some basic re-
sults related to these models are discussed: the mapping onto the shell model,
the relation to Wigner'i supermultiplet scheme, the boson-number and isoipin
dependence of parameters, etc. These results are examined for simple single-j
shell situations (e.g. f7/2) and their extension to the rp shell is investigated.
Other extensions discussed here concern the treatment of odd-mass nuclei and
the classification of particle-hole excitations in light nuclei. The possibility of
a pseudo-SU(4) supermultiplet scheme in fp-shell nuclei is discussed.

1. Bosons galore

The interacting boson model (IBM) was originally proposed as a phenomenological model [1],
in which the precise relation between the bosons and the actual neutrons and protons in the
nucleus was not clear. Soon, however, it was realised that the bosons can be identified with
Cooper pairs with angular momentum J = 0 or J = 2, formed by the nucléons in the valence
shell. The number of bosons, N, was thus seen to correspond to half the number of valence
nucléons. It also became apparent that a connection between the IBM and the shell model can
only be established by explicitly distinguishing between neutrons and protons. Consequently,
an extended version of the model was proposed by Arima et al. [2] in which a distinction was
made between neutrons and protons, referred to as the neutron-proton interacting boson model
or IBM-2, as opposed to the original version of the model, IBM-1.

Both models are believed to be applicable to medium-mass and heavy nuclei, more specif-
ically, to nuclei where neutrons and protons occupy different valence shells. In this case, it
seems natural to assume correlated neutron-neutron and proton-proton pairs, and to include
the effect of the (long-range) neutron-proton interaction by mean: of a quadrupole force in the
hamiltonian. When the neutrons and protons occupy the same valence shell, this approach no
longer is valid since there is no reason not to include the T = 1 neutron-proton pair. This
is what Elliott and White proposed in [3] and the ensuing model was called IBM-3. Because
IBM-3 includes the complete T = 1 triplet, it can be made isospin invariant enabling a direct
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comparison with the shell model. AU bosons included in IBM-3 have T = 1 and, in principle,
other bosons can be introduced that correspond to T = 0 neutron-proton pairs. This further
extension (referred to as IBM-4) indeed has been considered [4] and has the primary merit that
it incorporates Wigner's supermultiplet theory.

This contribution is concerned with the application of the IBM to nuclei with neutrons and
protons in the same valence shell. In section 2 a review of IBM-3 and IBM-4 is given with
special emphasis on the comparison with standard shell-model calculations and on the role of
Wigner's SU(4) symmetry. Section 3 briefly deals with the extension of IBM-3 towards odd-
mass nuclei, which is achieved through the coupling of a fermion to a boson core. In section 4
some thoughts are devoted to the problem of particle-hole excitations, their classification in
terms of / spin and their role in the context of IBM-3. Finally, in section 5 some hints are
given concerning the application of IBM-3 and IBM-4 to the heavier fp-shell nuclei.

2. Review of IBM-3 and IBM-4

The IBM-3 has three kinds of bosons as 'elementary' building blocks [3]: the usual neutron (i/)
and proton (TT) bosons, which correspond to fermion pairs with T = 1 and Mr = ± 1 , and the
neutron-proton (6) boson with 7 = 1 and Mj = 0. Just as v and TT bosons, the 6 boson is
assumed to occupy two angular momentum states, 1 = 0 and 1 = 2, although effects of higher
angular momentum bosons might be investigated.

Given that the model space of the sd IBM-3 is built from three kinds of bosons each with
six components, the iV-boson states span a vector space in which the symmetric representation
[N] of U(18) is denned. The classification which conserves angular momentum L and isospin
T reads in terms of algebras

UB(18) Z> (Ufd(6) D •-• D Ofd(3)) ® (U*(3) D SU*(3) D SU?(2))

I I 1 1 1 1 ,
[N] [NiN2N3] L [N,N2N3] (Xfi) T

(1)
where the dots refer to one of the possible reductions of Ufd(6) (i.e. the U(5), SU(3) or 0(6)
limit). Overall symmetry of the iV-boson wavefunction requires the representations of Ufd(6)
and Uf (3) to be identical (generalised Pauli principle). Consequently, the allowed Ufd(6) repre-
sentations can have up to three rows, in contrast to IBM-1 where the representations necessarily
are symmetric, and IBM-2 where only up to two-rowed representations are allowed. The SUy(3)
representations are denoted in Elliott's notation, A = JVj — N2,(i = N2 — JV3, and determine
the allowed values of the isospin T of the bosons. Thus the choice of a particular spatial boson
symmetry [NlN2N3} determines the allowed isospin values.

The elementary bosons of IBM-3 are summarised in table 1, where also fermions are shown,
necessary for the description of odd-mass nuclei, together with the bosons of IBM-4 to be
discussed below. The essential property is that complete multiplets are present both in an-
gular momentum and isospin space, permitting the construction of operators invariant in the
associated quantum numbers.

The 8 boson plays an essential role in the construction of states with good isospin. To



Table 1: Fermions and bosons in the IBM-3, IBFM-3 and IBM-4

Angular
'Orbital'

L
Fermions l

l

Bosons 0,2
0,2
0,2

0
2
2
2

momentum
'Spin'

S
V2

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Total
J
3
3

0,2
0,2
0,2

1
1
2
3

Isospin

T
V2

V2

1
1
1
0
0
0
0

Isospin
projection

MT

- > / 2

+ >/2

- 1
0

+1
0
0
0
0

Operator

4
<

4,4
5 i r » a i r
Û*T / 3 « \
p< 1 o ï l

el (3d2)
ei (3d3)

illustrate this consider the example of a state consisting of two s bosons coupled to isospin
T = 0, which is a boson representation of a two-neutron-two-proton state with seniority v — 0.
If the Mj components of the bosons are written explicitly,

4x4P = 0 ) -^ ix4 ] ( J = 0 ) ) l o> , (2)
one finds that a sizeable fraction (33%) involves S bosons. This remains true for many-particle
states but with the size of the 6 component depending on the number of neutrons and protons
[5]. Nuclei with N ~ Z have comparable numbers of neutrons and protons in the valence
shell and have important S admixtures at low energies. These decrease in importance as the
neutron excess increases. In fact, if the neutrons are holes (i.e. fill more than half the valence
shell) and the protons are particles, the S admixtures vanish in the limit of large j [6]. In this
case IBM-2 states approximately will have good isospin. In heavier nuclei where neutrons and
protons occupy different valence shells, IBM-2 states have isospin T = |(iV — Z) and this result
is exact insofar that the assumption of different valence shells for neutrons and protons is valid
[7]. Thus the application of IBM-3 becomes meaningful in nuclei where neutrons and protons
occupy the same valence shell and where they are all particles or all holes.

The restoration of the isospin quantum number in the boson space has the advantage that
the boson hamiltonian acquires a simpler form. Without isospin invariance the introduction of
the 8 boson would dramatically increase the number of one- and two-body matrix elements in
the hamiltonian, just as this number increases when one goes from IBM-1 to IBM-2. Requiring
the hamiltonian to be isospin invariant—which certainly is a good first-order approximation—
reduces the number of independent matrix elements and, as a consequence, IBM-2 and IBM-3
have comparable complexity, that is, they have comparable numbers of parameters.

A second, more important consequence of isospin conservation in IBM-3 concerns its map-
ping onto the shell model. In the mapping procedure which is most commonly used, known as
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Figure 1: Comparison of shell-model, IBM-3 and IBM-2 spectra for 46Ti. Levels are labelled
by I .

OAI mapping [8], the central idea is the identification of various quantum numbers in the two
models and establishing a connection between them. For instance, since the model hamiltonian
in both the fermion and the boson space is rotation invariant, the resulting eigenfunctions have
good angular momentum and this label can be used to associate states from the two models
with one another. A second example is the seniority quantum number in fermion space (the
number of fermions that are not in pairs coupled to J = 0) which becomes twice the number
of d bosons in boson space. The great advantage of IBM-3 (as compared to IBM-1 or IBM-2)
is that, besides angular momentum and seniority, also isospin can be used in establishing a
mapping. For small numbers of particles these three quantum numbers uniquely characterise
all states of interest and hence define a one-to-one correspondence between shell model and
IBM. Given an input shell-model hamiltonian, its matrix elements between states with good
angular momentum, seniority and isospin can be calculated and equated to corresponding ma-
trix elements in the boson space. In this way a boson hamiltonian is deduced from a shell-model
interaction.

This procedure has been used for f7/2 nuclei (20 <N,Z < 28) mainly to investigate to what
extent the IBM represents a valid approximation to the shell model [5]. In these calculations a
pure f7/2 shell-model space is assumed, in which case the residual interaction can be extracted
from the experimental data. Clearly, a realistic description of nuclei in this region can only be
achieved after including the effect of other orbits (such as P3/2). For the purpose of compar-
ing with IBM-3, however, it is better to confine the valence nucléons to the f7/2 orbit. This
comparison is carried out as follows. Using the mapping method explained above, shell-model
calculations for A = 42,44 nuclei completely determine the boson energies and boson-boson
interactions. These can then be used to predict the energy spectra of A = 46,48 nuclei and
to compare IBM-3 results with 'exact' shell-model calculations. A typical example is shown in
figure 1 [5]. Note that absolute energies are calculated and that the comparison thus represents



a test of the calculation of binding energies in IBM-3. The connection between shell-model
and IBM-3 states, shown in the figure, is made on the basis of a wavefunction analysis. The
shell-model states are expanded in components with good seniority and so are I8M-3 states
in components with good d-boson number. States in the two models can be connected if cor-
responding components have amplitudes of similar magnitude. In general one finds that the
structure of low-energy shell-model states is approximately reproduced in IBM-3. Also shown
in figure 1 are the energies resulting from an IBM-2 calculation, where the effect of the S boson
is omitted. As argued earlier, IBM-2 eigenstates do not have good isospin and it can be seen
from the figure that absolute energies are not well reproduced.

As the number of particles in the shell increases, it will not be possible, in general, to
characterise a state uniquely by its angular momentum, isospin and seniority and hence no one-
to-one correspondence between the shell model and the IBM-3 can be established on the basis
of these labels alone. To deal with such cases more quantum numbers must be defined in the
shell-model space that can be carried over onto the boson space. One of them is reduced isopin
t, the isospin of particles that are not in pairs coupled to L = 0, which in IBM-3 corresponds
to the isospin id of the d bosons. Another one is i, the isospin of the paired particles, which
rather naturally maps onto the isospin tg of the s bosons. In this manner a complete mapping
can be defined for all states in the f?/2 shell [9j. Of particular interest is the label associated
with U(6) ([JV1JV2JV3] in (1)), since this is the group that plays a basic role in the model. It
can be shown [9] that IBM-3 states with well-defined U(6) quantum numbers can be written
as particular combinations of states with definite is and id- Using the associations i <-» ts and
t *•* id, one may then define a U(6) labelling of states in the shell model and investigate whether
the eigenstates of the realistic shell-model hamiltonian can be classified accordingly. Analysing
the structure of low-energy eigenstates in even-even f7/2 nuclei, it is found that in all cases U(6)
is an approximate quantum number for such states.

In IBM-3 all bosons have T = 1 and no T = 0 bosons are considered in the construction
of the basis. Comparisons with shell-model calculations have shown this to be adequate for
even-even but insufficient for odd-odd nuclei. In the latter case one needs to take account of
some of the T = 0 pairs. A possible way to do so is to assume that T = 0 bosons again can be
in an (orbital) s or d state but in addition assign to them an intrinsic spin of S = 1 [4]. The
total set of bosons in IBM-4 consisting of these T = 0 bosons together with the usual ones of
T = 1 which are now assigned an intrinsic spin of 5 = 0, is shown in table 1. For the T = 0
bosons the (non-standard) operator notations &'* and 0j are adopted, where the 0'f and 0* refer
to the L = 0 and L = 2 orbital angular momenta, respectively, and J is the total angular
momentum. The more conventional spectroscopic notation 2S+1Lj is also indicated in table 1.

There are several reasons for choosing the T = 0 bosons in this particular fashion. One
justification is found in the fermion LS coupling limit, where the lowest-energy two-nucleon
states have orbital angular momentum L = 0 and L = 2 with T = 1, S = 0 01 T = 0,
S — 1. These are the preferred combinations since it results in a maximal spatial overlap of
the nucléon wavefunctions while maintaining overall antisymmetry. The spectrum of the two-
particle nucleus 1 | F g does indeed agree with this observation and contains among its lowest
levels those with ( J, T) = (0,1), (2,1), (1,0), (2,0), (3,0). Finally, as is shown below, the choice
of bosons in IBM-4 leads to a classification containing Wigner's supermultiplet algebra SU(4),



Table 2: Classification of one- and two-fermion states according to (4)

Ur" JQ) O F u(3) UleT(4) SUÏT(4) SUç(2) ® SU£(2)

[ill-] Z [Mj] (Xfiv) (ST)

1 fermion [1] 0,2 [1] (100) (V2V2)

2 fermions [2] 02 ,22 ,4 [11] (010) (01),(10)

[11] 1,2,3 [2] (200) (00), (11)

which is known to have physical relevance in light nuclei [10]. It should be emphasised that these

qualitative arguments in favour of IBM-4 have been corroborated quantitatively by the studies

of Halse et al, who have shown IBM-4 to be an excellent approximation both in even-even [11]

and odd-odd [12] sd-shell nuclei.

The IBM-4 classification conserves 'orbital' angular momentum L, 'intrinsic' spin 5 and

isospin T and reads

UB(36) D (U?d(6) D . . . D Cfd(3))

I 1 1
[N] [Ni] L

(3)
® (U|T(6) D SU|7(4)

I I
[Ni] {XH

where the dots have the same meaning as in (1). To analyse this coupling scheme, it is helpful
to compare it to the fermion supermultiplet classification which for the sd shell reads

UF(24) D (UF
b(6) D •.. D OF

b(3))

I ï i
[1M] [Mi] L

(4)
D SU|T (4) D S\JF

S(2)

ï 1 1
(Xfiu) S T

SU|(2) I

ï
S

5 SU?(2))
1
T

where the dots now refer to an appropriate labelling scheme for the orbital part of the fermion

wavefunction, such as Elliott's SU(3) scheme [13]. The total M-fermion wavefunction trans-

forms antisymmetrically under UF(24) and is decomposed into an orbital part , behaving as [Mi]

under UF
r b(6), and a spin-isospin part which by necessity transforms under U^j(4) as the conju-

gate representation [Mi] and determines the supermultiplet representation (X/iv) (A = Mi — M2,

fi = M2 — M3 and v = M 3 — M4) and the possible values of S and T. The classification (4) is

given for one and two fermions in table 2 while in table 3 the corresponding classification (3)

is worked out for one and two bosons. The essential point to note here is that , of the two

SU5j(4) representations (010) and (200) that occur for two fermions, the first one is also the



Table 3: Classification of one- and two-boson states according to (3)

U s » OB
Bd(3) Ugr(6) SUgr(4) SU|(2) ® SU?(2)~

[Nt] L [Nj] {X/iu) (ST)
1 boson [1] 0,2 [1] (010) (01), (10)

2 bosons [2] 02 ,22 ,4 [2] (020) (00), (02), (11), (20)
(000) (00)

[11] 1,2,3 [11] (101) (01),(10),(ll)

fundamental (or one-boson) representation of SU|j-(4). The IBM-4 thus represents a trunca-
tion of the shell model which preserves the labels (A/UP), 5 , 1 , J and T of the fermion coupling
scheme (4). As before, these quantum numbsrs can be used to establish the mapping between
shell model and IBM-4.

It is instructive to compare the fermion and boson SU(4) algebras in somewhat more detail.
The generators of U5r(4) are obtained by contracting in the orbital indices of the generators
of UF(24),

= E V277T[a;i/21/2 x Sn/N/jfiSfr, (5)
101=0,2

where the modified annihilation operators are defined as

â,ml/2m.l/2m, S ( - ) ' + m + l / 2 + m ' + 1 / 2 + m ' a / _ m l / 2 _ r o i l / 2 _ m , , (6)

and the coupling on the right-hand side of (5) is carried out in orbital angular momentum, spin
and isospin, respectively. The GTMS'MT operators are double tensors in spin and isospin, and the
combinations with (ST) = (01), (10) and (11) together form SU| r(4) . These are related as
follows to the usual isospin, spin and Gamow-Teller operators:

= \ E rh GM = I Ç 9i% (*»> = | Ç ffm, (7)
i i i

where the summation is over all particles in the nucleus.
The generators of the boson U| r (6) algebra likewise are obtained by contraction in the

orbital indices of UB(36),

oust), (Vi')iBT = E vsr+ïft*., x ï,.,,]S3,r, (8)
1=0,2

with
h . = f _y+ m +*+ m '+ t + m«Ai . (a\
°lmtm,tmi — V / °l-m s-m, t-mt • \V)

The boson Wigner SU(4) generators can then be obtained by reducing U|T(6) to SU| r(4)—a
standard group-theoretical problem, the solution of which results in the following expression
for the generators:

tlt'V

- - , . ( 1 0 1)
(25 + l)(2T + l)J \ a't' ST

(010)
(10)



The symbol between angle brackets is a (generalised) Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for SU(4) D
SU(2) ® SU(2) which is tabulated in [14].

How are the fermion generators (7) and the boson generators (10) related? To answer this
question, let us consider the example of the Garncvr-Toiler operator. The boson generators (10)
in this case [{ST) = (11)] reduce to

This expression should be compared with the microscopically derived Gamow-Teller opera-
tor, obtained by calculating the matrix elements of £ , <7,fy between the various two-fermion
states that correspond to the IBM-4 bosons. In lowest approximation one may accept the cor-
respondence implied by the \(Xfiv)LSJT) Wigner supermultiplet labelling, in which case the
two-fermion matrix elements are given by

12

fi/2 5 i/2 I f Va T 1 / 2 H 5 ' .7' I I
l 5 ' V2 1 J l T ' i/2 1 J 1 J S 1 / '

where the matrix element is reduced in angular momentum and isospin. Explicit calculation of
the possible matrix elements shows that the fermion Gamow-Teller generator of SU£r(4) maps
exactly onto the boson Gamow-Teller generator of SU|T(4). This is not surprising given that
states in the fermion space are assumed to have exact SU(4) labels. (With the assumption of
SU(4) symmetry in fermion space, the exact correspondence between boson and fermion SU(4)
generators becomes, in fact, as trivial as the exact mapping between boson and fermion angular
momentum operators as a consequence of rotational invariance.) It should be emphasised that
a mapping can be carried out from fermion to boson space even if Wigner's SU(4) symmetry is
broken, for example, starting from two-fermion states as obtained with a realistic shell-model
interaction [15]. In that case, however, a generator of SU57(4) will not exactly map onto the
corresponding generator of SUfj(4).

To conclude this review of IBM-3 and IBM-4, one can claim that detailed analyses over
the last ten years have shown these models to provide an adequate approximation to the shell
model in nuclei where neutrons and protons occupy the same valence shell and which are either
even-even or odd-odd. Two possible extensions spring immediately to mind: first, an extension
towards odd-mass nuclei and a second one to include core-excited states. These situations are
less known and are the topics of the next two sections.

3. Extension to odd-mass nuclei: IBFM-3

A system of M fermions (neutrons and protons) occupying a single-j shell can be classified
within the antisymmetric representation [1M] of U(2(2j + 1)). Since, for applications in the
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Figure 2: Comparison of shea-model, IBFM-3 and IBFM-2 spectra for 45Ti. Levels are labelled
b y 2 J .

IBFM-3, one is mainly interested in one-fermion states, this classification becomes

UF(2(2i + l)) D (Uj(2j + 1) D •'• D

[1] [1]
(13)

where the dots refer to some appropriate labelling scheme for the spatial part of the wavefunc-
tion such as, for instance, a seniority classification. The overall antisymmetry of the fermion
wavefunction requires the UÇ(2) representation to be the conjugate of the Uj(2j* + 1) repre-
sentation (i.e. rows Mid columns of the Young tableau interchanged) which for one fermion is
identical to itself and corresponds to isospin T = 1/2. Coupling of (1) and (13) in both angular
momentum and isospin leads to the isospin-invariant interacting boson-fermion model IBFM-3
[16].

The analysis now proceeds along the same lines as in the case of the IBM-3 for even-even
nuclei. The only additional interaction is now between the bosons and the fermion, which can be
extracted through a comparison with a shell-model calculation for the A = 43 nuclei. Once the
IBFM-3 hamiltonian is determined, a range of problems can be studied such as the character of
the boson-fevmion interaction deduced from the shell-model hamiltonian, a comparison between
shell-model and IBFM-3 calculation for A = 45,47 nuclei, etc. An example of the latter is shown
in figure 2 for 22Ti23. For a detailed discussion of these applications of IBFM-3 the reader is
referred to Evans et al. [17].

4. Particle-hole excitations

This section is concerned with an algebraic classification of intruder states arising because of
particle-hole (p-h) excitations through a closed shell. A fuller account of this problem is given

9



in the contribution of Heyde et al. to this conference, where also the physical significance of
such schemes is presented. The main purpose here is to discuss the role of such excitations in
the context of IBM-3.

Let us first consider particle-hole excitations in IBM-1. One can easily incorporate 2p-2h,
4p-4h,... states which are the most important ones in even-even nuclei. When such non-valence
intruder excitations are considered, one should distinguish between particle-like and hole-like
bosons. The particle-like bosons are denoted here as

p\ = dl2, p\ S dlx, ..., pi = d\, pi = af,

Pi = d-2> 7>2 = d-i, . . . , p5 = d2, pe = s .

Similarly, the creation and annihilation operators of hole-like bosons are denoted as h] and hi

with i = 1 , . . . ,6. One can now consider two types of generators:

1. Generators that connect np-mh excitations horizontally, that is, connect states which

have constant n + m and which generally belong to different nuclei. These are of the form

{PiPi^lhjiplhj^lpj}, t , j = l , . . . ,6 , (15)

and together they generate the algebra U(12).

2. Generators that connect np-mh excitations vertically., that is, connect states np-mh
belonging to the same nucleus where n = a + r and m = b + r with r = 0,2,4, . . . , and a
and b two even integers such that <zp-6h corresponds to the ground-state configuration of
the nucleus under consideration. These are of the form

{p\ph h\hj,p\h\,Pihj}, i,j = 1,..., 6, (16)

and together they generate the non-compact algebra U(6,6).

Although the sets (15) and (16) separately close under commutation (forming U(12) and
U(6,6), respectively), the definition of a larger algebraic structure, which connects levels hori-
zontally as well as vertically, requires the introduction of the additional operators

{ptpj, h]h], PiPj, hihj}, i, j = 1 , . . . , 6. (17)

Together with (15) and (16) these form the non-compact algebra Sp(24,R) (henceforth denoted
as Sp(24)) which has 300 generators.

Two possible algebraic reductions of Sp(24) can now be explored. First, one may define a
'horizontal' reduction

Sp(24) D U(12) D U(6) ® U/(2) ~ U(6) ® SU/(2) ® U+(l). (18)

The algebra U(6) consists of the 36 summed generators

, i , j = ! , . . . , 6, (19)

10



and SU/(2) defines the intruder analogue / spin [18]. Its generators are

/, s i Çdfo» - *îh,). U = £ PK *- - E Mm (20)
i i i

satisfying the usual SU(2) commutation relations

[/,,/±] = ±/±, [/+,/_] = 2/, . (21)

Note that the U+( l) algebra is generated by the sum of the number operators YiAvlVi + ^JA,),
an operator which commutes with the generators of U(12) (i.e. states belonging to a single
representation of U(12) have constant Np + JVj,).

Second, one may define a 'vertical' reduction

Sp(24) D U(6,6) D U(6) ® U*(l,1) a U(6) <8> SUK(1,1) ® U_(l). (22)

The algebra U(6) is the same as in (19) and SU/c(l,l) is a non-compact algebra to which a
new quantum number, K spin, is associated. The generators of S U K ( 1 , 1) are

^ -=EM.- (23)
i i i

These generators satisfy the commutation relations

(24)

Note the change of sign in the last commutator as compared to the corresponding relation for
SU(2); this expresses the non-compact character of the vertical reduction. The U_(l) algebra
is generated now by the difference of the number operators ^i(p\pi — h}hi), an operator which
commutes with the generators of U(6,€) (i.e. states belonging to a single representation of
U(6,6) have constant Np - Nh).

There is a growing body of empirical evidence [19] that indicates that properties of states
with constant Np + Nh are correlated, in accordance with the classification (18). On the other
hand, the physical meaningfulness of (22) has not yet been established. To be more specific,
J-spin invariance of the nucear hamiltonian H (which implies [H,I±] = 0) is a reasonable fhst-
order approximation while the corresponding condition is not satisfied for K spin, [27, K±] ^ 0.
Nevertheless, the vertical reduction (22) may serve its purpose to define a basis.

In medium-mass and heavy even-even nuclei intruder states usually involve particle-hole
excitations of the protons while the neutrons remain confined to the valence shell [20]. For
such nuclei (i.e. with neutrons and protons in different valence shells but allowing for proton
particle-hole excitations) the above formalism can easily be extended to IBM-2: all operators,
generators, etc. in equations (14) to (24) are made to refer to protons and the explicit intro-
duction of the neutron degree of freedom simply requires the multiplication of all algebras in
(18) and (22) with the U(6) algebra associated with neutrons.

The situation is more delicate in light nuclei where neutrons and protons occupy the same va-
lence shell and where neutrons as well as protons can exhibit particle-hole excitations. One has
now two 'SU(2)-like' quantum numbers: T spin (or isospin) associated with the neutron-proton
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duality of the nucléons and / spin which accounts for their particle-hole duality. Specifically,
since one is proposing that nuclear forces are, in first approximation, T- and /-spin invariant,
it raises the attractive prospect of combining these two invariances à la Wigner into a larger
SU(4) scheme. Can this be achieved?

An obvious way to try out these ideas is by extending the IBM-3 (where isospin is precisely
defined), such that it can cope with particle-hole excitations. In this extended IBM-3 one ends
up with 36 different bosons: s and d bosons which can be of the type v, x or S and can be
particle- or hole-like. The associated algebra is U(36), composed of

p,p' = (25)

Combining the standard IBM-3 reduction (1) with the horizontal particle-hole reduction scheme

(18) that conserves / spin, one is lead to propose the following classification:

U(36) D U(18) ® U/(2) D (Uid(6) D---D O.d(3)) ® (U r (3) D SUr<(2)) ® SU/(2). (26)

The first reduction is in complete analogy with (18) but now involves the three types of bosons,
v, T and 6. Thus the algebra U(18) consists of

{PipPjp* + h\P
hiP'}> hi = 1 , . . . ,6 , p,p' = v,n,6,

while the generators of SU/(2) are now defined as

Î* ~ 2 h = !£ PÎp

(27)

(28)

The subsequent reduction of U(18) is in complete analogy with (1) and appears to define the
isospin quantum number. Closer analysis, however, reveals that it does not and this is why the
notation T' (instead of T) is used in (26). One way to understand this feature is to inspect the
explicit form of the generators of SUr»(2). For example, for the z component Tj. one finds

« * A M *

7 " 7v -L. AT*- 7v AT. rOOi
-t2 ^ -*™pir i ^Tiiir ^*pi/ J"ni/i \ /

that ia, it is additive in particles and holes, as in (19). The correct z component of isospin fz,

on the other hand, is

£ = - Npv + (30)

This is so because, for holes, Mj = - 1 for a proton pair and Mj = +1 for a neutron pair, in
tàe convention that, for particles, Mj = +1 for a proton pair and Mr = —1 for a neutron pair.

Another way to understand the problem is by studying the action of the 7 operators. For
example, acting with i_ on the ground-state configuration of 2oCa24 one finds (the shaded area
corresponds to the ̂ oC ô c o r e i full circles are particles and open circles are holes)

(31)i i m i i i i

n

i n i i i i i i

P

IIIIIMII

n

i i i i i i n i

P
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that is, one ends up in a 2p-2h excitation in 2oCa2o. No problem arises since the initial nucleus
is in an all-neutron configuration. If, however, the initial state is the ground-state configuration
22*1̂ 22, action of /_ gives

111111111

n

111111111

P

a

• • • •

I l l l l l l l l

n

I I I I I I H I

P

+ 7- I l l l t l U I

n

(32)

that is, a mixture (with amplitudes a, 0 and 7) of states in ^Ca^, ]gCa22 and 2oCa2o. This is
an explicit proof that [JL,T.] ^ 0.

In summary, one finds that T spin (or isospin) and / spin do not commute. This prevents
the construction of a coupling scheme where both are well-defined quantum numbers. On the
basis of the above analysis it also seems that a supermultiplet scheme à la Wigner, that is,
the embedding of SUr(2) and SD/(2) into the larger dynamical algebra SU(4), is impossible—
although a dynamical algebra different from SU(4) is not ruled out yet.

5. Outlook: extension to the fp shell

How can the above ideas be extended to heavier nuclei and particularly to the 28 < Nt Z < 50
mass region? Although shell-model calculations are presently feasible for 28-50 nuclei, they are
computationally very intensive and hence the I8M offers an attractive alternative.

For even-even nuclei experience in the fV/2 shell has shown that the IBM-3 should provide
a good approximation to the full shell-model calculation. However, two essential differences
with previous single-j shell work should be noted. First, the size of the 28-50 shell requires
that the dependence of the hamiltonian parameters on the neutron and proton numbers should
be taken into account. For a single-j shell (or several degenerate shells) the N,T dependence
of the IBM-3 hamiltonian is known from recent work of Elliott et al. [21]. This dependence
can then be used in phenomenological fits. The second difference with restricted single-j shell
calculations concerns the role of the g9y2 orbit and the subshell closure at JV, Z = 40. As is
known, a shell gap exists for some isotopes but not for others and this feature inevitably will
complicate the parameter svstematics.

For odd-mass 28-50 nuclei the IBFM-3 seems an appropriate approach, although it must
be stressed that many features of this model remain unexplored. For example, classifications
based on the coupling of a fermion in j = V2,3/2,5/2 orbits to a boson core have been studied
in the context of the IBFM-1 [22] but have not been analysed in IBFM-3. Another intriguing
question that can be studied in the framework of IBFM-3 is whether the phenomenon of rotation
alignment can be extended to isospin space.

The treatment of odd-odd nuclei—crucial for the calculation of /3-decay rates—requires IBM-
4. In the lower half of the 28-50 shell (i.e. where the effects'of the gg/2 orbit can be neglected)
the presence of a pscudo-LS coupling scheme originating from the pi/2, P3/2 and f5/2 orbits
may give rise to a pseudo-SU(4) classification of nuclear states. This is not an unreasonable
expectation. Realistic shell-model calculations indicate that the breaking of the usual SU(4)
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symmetry for sd- and fp-shell nuclei largely stems from the spin-orbit teim in the mean field
potex>*ial and much less from the two-body interaction [23]. In the fp shell the pseudo-spin-
orbit term is much smaller (i.e. P3/2 and f5/2 single-particle levels are close in energy) and in
addition, one may expect the residual interaction to depend only weakly on the radial quantum
numbers. The idea of a pseudo-SU(4) symmetry in the lower half of the 28-50 shell is favoured
by these qualitative arguments and deserves further analysis.
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